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A lightlike limit procedure for massive particles of Schwarzschild, Kerr and NUT which are sources of the exterior
gravitational fields of an algebraic type D is introduced. It is shown when a velocity of fast moving massive particles
along z axis tends towards the light velocity axis and the total energy of each particle is constant (i.e. a rest mass
of the particle tends towards zero) together with Kerr’s angular momentum along z axis and with NUT’s parameter
which also tend to constants then the gravitational fields of these fast moving particles tend towards the wave’s
fields of the N and III algebraic types as their limits. The lightlike limit of massive particle may be described
as cusp catastrophe on the level of Weyl’s matrix with a change of gravitational field’s symmetry of such source.
In considered cases such limit is a phase transition of the gravitational field from D type into N type or III type
(transition from one ”phase” to another). Petrov’s algebraic types are different ”phases” of gravitational field. As
result of the lightlike limit procedure the lightlike scalar massless particle (lighton) and a vector lightlike massless
particle with a helicity (helixon) are obtained. It is shown the lightlike sources in General Relativity ”have no hairs”
1. Introduction
In classical electrodynamics the problem of finding the
field of an electric charge when its velocity tends to the
velocity of light c is well known [1]. The limiting field of
such a rapidly moving charge particle tends to the field
of a monochromatic electromagnetic plane wave. A sim-
ilar problem in general relativity for Petrov’s symmetric
6 × 6 curvature matrix of the gravitational field of a
rapidly moving particle is considered in [2].
However a correct solution of these two problems is
connected with the use of generalized functions (Dirac’s
δ functions) [3]. In this case, the velocity v tends to
c (here we have v → c = 1), and the rest mass tends
to zero (m0 → 0), so that the total relativistic energy
of the particle is a constant, E → const . We shall call
this procedure the lightlike limit. Weyl’s matrix is in-
troduced as Petrov’s symmetric 3× 3 traceless complex
matrix in 3D Euclidean space. We shall call the similar
limit on the level of Weyl’s matrix eigenvalues the light-
like limit on the level of Weyl’s matrices. Such lightlike
limit may be described as a cusp catastrophe.
2. Lightlike limit of Weyl’s
matrices
The lightlike limit procedure on the level of Weyl’s ma-
trices is applied to exterior gravitational fields of alge-
braic type D of massive particles, i.e. the Schwarzschild,
Kerr and NUT fields. In this procedure the velocity of
rapidly moving particles tends to c ( v → 1 ) along z
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axis whlie the total energy E of each particle is constant
(i.e. the particle rest mass tends to zero, m0 → 0, E =
const) together with Kerr’s angular momentum Lz and
with NUT’s parameter b, which are also kept constant
along z axis (Lz = a ·m0 → J ·E and b→ B = const)
[3-7]. As a result of this procedure we have two sorts
of massless lightlike particles: scalar particles (lightons)
and spinning particles with helicity (helixons).
Weyl’s matrix
WˆSch = (m0/r
3
0)


2 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 (1)
of Schwarzschild’s exterior gravitational field at rest may
be transformed into a moving system of reference as
Wˆ = Tˆ WˆSchTˆ
−1 =
(E/ε2/R3)(ε2CˆD + 3(Wˆ
(E)
N + ivWˆ
(B)
N )) (2)
with CˆD = diag(−1, 2,−1); Wˆ (E)N is an electric part
and Wˆ
(B)
N is a magnetic part of Weyl’s matrix of the
gravitational plane wave [3]
WˆN = ll˜ =


0 0 0
0 1 i
0 i −1

 = Wˆ (E)N + iWˆ (B)N , (3)
where i2 = −1; l˜ = (1, i, 0) is an eigenvector; l˜l = 0;
ε = (1−v2)1/2; Tˆ = (T1, T2, T3) is an orthogonal matrix
with orthogonal vector-coloumns:
T˜1 = (coshψ, i sinhψ, 0);
T˜2 = (−i sinhψ, coshψ, 0); (4)
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T˜3 = (0, 0, 1),
with coshψ = 1/ε; sinhψ = v/ε.
As v → 1, ψ → ∞. Under the procedure of a
lightlike limit
Wˆ → (6E/ρ2) δ(z + t) WˆN , (5)
where δ(z+t) is δ function; R2 = ρ2ε2+(z+vt)2; ρ2 =
x2 + y2. So we have in the limit a gravitational field of
a scalar massless lightlike particle [3]. This particle is
called a lighton [4].
We have a change in the symmetry of the solutions
to the gravitational equations in such a lightlike limit.
The Schwarzschild-like limiting metric as a result of the
lightlike limit, may be written as [3]
gµν = δµν − 8Hlµlν , (6)
where µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3; δµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1);
H = −2Eδ(z + t)ln(ρ2); lµ = δ0µ + δ3µ; lµlµ = 0.
The metric (6) describes a singular source and is an
exact solution of Einstein’s exact equations [3]
(
∂2
∂t2
−∆) gµν = 8piTµν , (7)
where (
∂2
∂t2
−∆) is d’Alembert’s operator in Minkowski
space-time,
Tµν = 2Eδ(z + t)δ(x)δ(y)lµlν (8)
is a singular energy-momentum tensor of null radiation
which describes a lightlike singular source.
The metric (6) has two Killing’s vectors: the lightlike
vector ξL = (∂/∂t+∂/∂z) and the spacelike vector ξZ =
(x∂/∂y − y∂/∂x) which defines axial symmetry and is
equal to ∂/∂ϕ in polar coordinates.
The Schwarschild-like solution has four Killing’s
vectors: the timelike vector ξT = ∂/∂t and three
spacelike vectors: ξX = (y∂/∂z − z∂/∂y); ξY =
(z∂/∂x − x∂/∂z); ξZ = (x∂/∂y − y∂/∂x). Further,
the Lorentz boost Lˆ is applied to the Killing vectors of
Schwarzschild’s solution, and in the limit of velocity of
light, the vector ξZ will be invariable while the vectors
LˆξT , LˆξX , LˆξY degenerate into the null vector ξL.
In the case of the NUT solution, similar transforma-
tions and procedure of a lightlike limit reduce to
Wˆ = Tˆ WˆNUT Tˆ
−1 → 6((E − iB)/ρ2) δ(z + t)WN →
→ (6E/ρ2) δ(z + t)WN , (9)
where the NUT parameter can be eliminated by a
choice of the rotation angle, ϕ = −Arctan(B/E) in
the complex plane and by a new choice of the parame-
ter
√
E2 +B2 → E, i.e. we have again the gravitational
field of a lighton [5-7].
Analogous transformations and the procedure of a
lightlike limit reduce Weyl’s matrix of Kerr’s exterior
gravitational field of a spinning massive particle to
Wˆ = Tˆ WˆKerrTˆ
−1 →
→ (3/ρ2) δ(z + t)(2ECˆN + (piJ/2ρ) sin θCˆIII), (10)
where CˆN = l˜1l1 with the eigenvector l˜1 = (1,−i, 0),
CˆN =


1 −i 0
−i −1 0
0 0 0

 (11),
and
CˆIII = (1/2)(l˜2l2 + l˜3l3) =


0 0 −1
0 0 i
−1 i 0

 (12)
is Weyl’s matrix of algebraic type III with the eigenvec-
tors l˜2 = (0, 1, i) and l˜3 = (0, i, 1). [4,7,8]
On the other hand, a superposition of two Weyl’s
matrices of algebraic types N and III is a resulting ma-
trix of algebraic type III (wave type) [9].
A lightlike limiting metric which corresponds to the
limiting matrix (10) [3] has two Killing’s vectors only:
the null vector ξL = (∂/∂t+ ∂/∂z) and the axial space-
like vector ∂/∂ϕ in polar coordinates. The Kerr solution
has two Killing vectors: the timelike vector ξT = ∂/∂t
and the axial spacelike vector ξZ = ∂/∂ϕ.
The Lorentz boost is applied to Killing vectors of
Kerr’s solution together with the lightlike procedure and
leads to ξZ → ξZ ; ξT → ξL.
In the limit, we have two massless lightlike parti-
cles. In the first case of Kerr’s particle with an angular
momentum along the z axis we obtain a spinning mass-
less lightlike particle with helicity Lz = JE [7,9]. Such
particle is called a helixon [4].
In the second case, when Kerr’s relative angular mo-
mentum a = Lz/m0 is perpendicular to the z axis, then
the lightlike limit procedure leads to a loss of limiting
value of Kerr’s relative angular momentum [7,9] and we
obtain a lighton.
3. The lightlike limit and
catastrophe theory
From the point of view of catastrophe theory such a
lightlike limit is a catastrophe. Let WˆX = λX (an
eigenvalue problem), then the characteristic equation is
det(Wˆ − λIˆ) ∼ λ3 + pλ+ q = 0 (13)
with the control parameters p = p(ε), q = q(ε) and the
potential function
V = (1/4)λ4 + (1/2)λ2p+ λq, (14)
i.e. we have a cusp catastrophe.
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Figure 1. The cusp catastrophe’s surface and its projec-
tion onto the plane of control parameters p and q .
The discriminant of the equation (14) is Q =
(p/3)3+(q/2)2. When Q = 0, we have the semicubical
parabola p = −3(q/2)2/3 which corresponds to Weyl’s
matrix of type D (see Fig.1). Our case is marked by a
cross (q < 0).
As v → 1, we have ε → 0 and p(ε)→ 0, q(ε)→ 0.
From the point of view of second-order phase transi-
tions, a cusp point (p = q = 0) is here the point of a
phase transition of the Schwarzschild [10] or NUT grav-
itational fields from type D into type N and Kerr’s grav-
itational field from type D into types N or III. This is
a transition from one ”phase” of the gravitational field
to another. The parameter p plays the role of temper-
ature. The derivative ∂V/∂p plays the role of entropy,
and ∂2V/∂p2 corresponds to thermal capacity.
All physical parameters are lost under such a limiting
procedure, except for the total energy E and the helicity
JE . So we may say that lightlike sources in general
relativity ”have no hairs” [7].
4. Summary
This paper summarizes some results concerning the
lightlike limits of the Schwarzschild, Kerr and NUT
solutions on the level of Weyl matrices and investiga-
tions with catastrophe theory. Under such a lightlike
limit procedure, the algebraic type of the gravitational
field changes, i.e. the original symmetry of the gravita-
tional field is broken. The lightlike procedure leads to
two lightlike particles: the lighton (scalar particle) and
the helixon (spinning particle with helicity).
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